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is the title of a national Christian celebration beginning today (St.Louis, 6.22-25.99). 

1 	How now, near the beginning of the 3rd millenium dated from his 1st "coming" 
(advent, appearance) are we Christiars so to raise cheers for him as more to attract 
than repel nonChristians 7  	I remember Berlin-psychiatrist Fritz Kunkel saying (& 
I recorded it on tape) "When your 1st child starts coming, who is coming?" His point 
was that God (whom he playfully, & to put off the "God" putoff, called "the Archangel") 
is sending you "just what you need in your journey toward 'wholeness' [his secular 
word for holiness: he was an orthodox Christian] .".... The central Christian affirma-
tion is that God the Son came as just what we need, everybody needs: that's why 
he said "no one comes to the Father except through me" (Th.14.6). 

2 	The en-fleshing (Lat., "in-carn"ating) of God is Christianity's central scandal 
(occasion of "stumbling"). Atop that shocker is deicide: when God came in flesh, 
we (humanity) killed him & then some of us claimed that his death was necessary 
to humanity's salvation, a scandalous claim adding "foolishness" (1Cor.1.18) to the 
seeming blasphemy of the 1st scandal, the incarnation. Historical & current efforts 
to reduce either or both scandals automatically weakens Christian thought, life, & 
mission. And atop the scandalous Cross is the astounding Christian claim that in 
spite of deicide, Jesus didn't stay dead but continues alive among us in the Spirit! 
To dispose of this 3rd scandal is to eliminate Christianity's, root, core, & hope. 

3 	Incarnation, Cross, Resurrection--can you imagine anything else as startling 
to the mind & offensive to our global-pluralist-multicultural American public-school-
bred outlook?...Belief in Jesus' incarnation is, in America, down to 40%. Radical 
feminism has compounded the offense by drawing our attention to the fact that the 
claim is about male flesh: we are saved, they say Christianity says, not by the death 
of female flesh but of male flesh, Jesus' flesh. Before this radical feminist attack, 
Christian thinkers never said we're saved by the death of God's male flesh, God 
never having 	appeared in female flesh, there being no Goddess & no Daughter 
of God. The horror of this distortion has unfortunately led some Christian thinkers 
to suppress Jesus' maleness, as in avoiding masculine pronouns in speaking/writing 
about him—unfortunate, for it moves toward docetism (the heresy that God only "seemed" 
to be a human being), as dropping our religion's pronouns for God moves toward 
impersonalism (the heresy that God is not personal). 

Sense is contextual: outside its context (its meaning-surround), every-thing 
is nonsense. Outside the context of Christian worship-&-mission, the tripod of Christian 
scandal (incarnation, cross, resurrection) is nonsense. And the less invested a professing 
Christian is in worship-&-mission, the more difficult it is to keep the Christian Open 
Mystery from being swamped by the feeling, & then the thinking, that it's nonsense. 
Inside the Open Mystery, all makes sense: outside, nothing makes sense. Sense-
making is a project of human life, only secondarily of the human mind. 

5 	The neighbors (nonChristians) think we (Christians) are crazy sitting on our 
tripod, & they're in varying degrees offended. Adding to the (implicit, unavoidable) 
offense is our exclusive claim that Jesus is the only Savior ("no other name," Ac.4.12; 
CEV: "Only Jesus has the power to save! His name is the only one in all the world 
that can save anyone") ....The British TV comedy series "Keeping Up Appearances" 
centers in a woman who's a 100% victim of the social sanction: What woulx1 the neighbors 
think? is her (un)ethical motor. Contrast: among the early Christians, this was 
the least ethical sanction (motive for action; #23, in my U. of Chicago doctoral dis-
sertation). Among liberationistic Christian thinkers (seeing themselves as "catchers 
in the rye" for various oppressed groups) it's a strong sanction: what will the oppressed 
think of me if I don't stand up for their rights? I f ind this mix of self-serving 
& altruism particularly offensive (to me). 	And what will my colleagues think!?.... 
IRONY: NonChristiars see Christianity (with its exodus/resurrection Story, the world's 
most liberating religion) as (with its Jesus-only-Savior theme) the world's most op-
pressive religion. But Story & theme are two sides of one coin: the Story is inclu-
sive (Jn.3.16, "whoever"; "died for all," 2Cor.5.14) via devotional exclusivity ("no 
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other gods," Ex.20.2, Deut.5.7--a huge factor in last week's House of Representa-
tives' argumentation over permitting [not requiring] the posting of the Ten Command-
ments in America's public schools). 

6 	There's a word for what happens when Christianity's ex-/in-clusive creative 
tension is relaxed in favor of the 'atter (which even Mark Heim, in his SALVATIONS, 

co 	does): humanism (with a cluster of other words in its semantic sphere: pluralism, 
liberalism, post/modernism, relativism). For many in our "mainline" churches, the 
burden of exclusivity is too heavy to bear. Unlike their forebears, most Unitarians 
today do not privilege the biblical-canonical antigoddess God. Since WWII in liberal 
circles, "privilege" as both noun & verb has acquired increasingly negative connotations 
--so it's now useful for expressing liberals' abhorrence of exclusivities, even monothe-
ism [or at least, in the case of some liberals, abhorrence of gender monotheism, as in 
their abhorring of the biblical religions' pronouns for God].) 

Under the aegis of our current culture's egalitarianism, the deities have equal 
rights to salvation-claims (parallel with the equal-rights claims of the genders, the 
races, the tribes, etc.). Theologically, the most ominous aspect of this development 
is the Goddess' equal (or even superior) salvation-rights with the (biblical) God. 
It's hairy: if you say that "She" (the she-deity) cannot save, you are attacked as 
a theological sexist (the worst kind!). The Christian's "scandal of particularity" is 
now harder to suffer than ever before, for radical feminism has added on us an additional 
burden of proof a occasion for misunderstanding. 

Theologically, if we go soft on the biblical particularities of the scandal of part-
icularity (as in abandoning the pronouns for God), our voice will weaken among the 
babble of voices crying out salvations. We'll become what Barth claimed the Christi-
anity of his time had become, just one religion among many. 

Politically, if we go soft on the historical datum that Christianity is America's 
foundational-structural religion, we shall have conceded to the humanism which has 
achieved its 1936-stated goal (in the Humanist Manifesto), public schools (& the public 
square!) as religion-free zones. Jesus, one savior (if indeed that) among many. 

7 	What's the force of "now," the 
last word in the Colloquy question 
(a in this Thinksheet's 2nd line)? 
We added now (1) to locate our answer-
ing in the "here & now"; (2) to affirm 
the perpetual relevance of his Savior-
hood; & (3) to disabuse readers/hear-
ers of the wrong notion that the Col-
loquy would be content to escape out 
of the timely into the timeless. 

But the human condition always & everywhere (transcending time-place, "con- 
text") involves everybody in what the baptismal formula calls "sin, death, & the devil" 
--we all mess, die, & face (on both sides of death) evils beyond our personal control. 
Different civilizations/cultures at different times face differently these three dimensions 
of lostness from which salvation is sought. The art of living (according to all religions 
variously) includes the future as the prudent calculation of consequences (on which 
Jesus tells a number of parables). (Prudence is appropriate existential self-concern 
--in contrast to selfishness, which is narcissistic self-absorption.) 

Consequence theory is a double helix of pragma (the person's, & humanity's, 
funded experience of behavioral consequences) & dogma (the religious belief that 
[to use two worn phrases] "the universe is friendly" to our "doing the right thing": 
though we're too ignorant to avoid all unintended consequences & too sinful to make 
all the most moral choices, we foresee well enough to be responsible for our decisions). 

8 	What will happen to me after I die? In NT times, the answers had the same 
range they have in 1999 U.S.A.: (1) nothing; (2) good; (3) good/evil depending 
on how I've lived; (4) good/evil depending on whom I've trusted & for whom I've 
lived (viz., my savior-guide). Christianity merged/merges (3) & (4). In this tongue-
in-cheek Doonesbury, the preacher fears "eternal damnation" (the most dramatic picture 
of negative consequence) if he marries a gay couple. Postmodern & postmortem don't 
mix: Jesus can't save from hell those who don't believe in hell. We have the adjective 
"religiomoral" because morals (how we live) & religion (what we believe) are inseparable. 



9 	Early Christian literature beginning with the NT is rich in descriptions of lostness 
& savedness--most of it directly pertinent to human life anytime anywhere. Pope 
XXIII put it well: "This is the world Christ loved, and men must be saved where 
they are, not where they ought to be" (p105 of my THE PASTORAL LETTERS, the 
section of Titus, which I re-read after recently re-reading Titus in Greek). 

Yes, Titus. I might instance my point by use of almost any piece of the earliest 
Christian literature. Consider these data in Titus (all translations, NRSV): (1) Paul 
instructs Titus to offer the Cretans hope (1.2; 2.13 ["the blessed hope"], 3.7); 
eternal life (1.2; 3.7), salvation (2.11; 3.5; & Savior [1.3,4; 2.10,13; 3.4,6]), redemp- 
tion (2.14), rebirth (3.5), renewal (3.5), justification (3.7). 	(2) The title "Savior" 
applies to both God & Jesus, thus: "God our Savior" (1.3; 2.10; 3.4, Jesus [the 
first coming]); "Christ Jesus our Savior" (1.4); "Jesus Christ our Savior" (3.6); 
"our great God and Savior, Jesus Christ" (3.13; lit. "the great God and Savior of 

re) 	us, J.C."; CEV is best: "our great God and Savior J.C." [no comma, which NRSV 
has]; anarthrous [no-article] "Savior")....All that in less than 2 Bible-pages' 	But (.0 
what about descriptions of lostness? Nothing specific except "self-condemned" (3.11). rsi 

But implicit are the antonyms of all the savedness descriptions (+ one, purity [2.14), 
a world-around metaphor for spiritual acceptance).... Lest one think that Titus is to 
preach a religion of otherworldliness, hear these last words of instruction (3.14): 
"Let people learn to devote themselves to good works in order to meet urgent needs, 
so that they may not be unproductive." The NT consistently moves from saved from 
to saved for. The Christian 630Q ethos ethos is the visible sign of the Christian 
reality, as the Christian XOyog logos logos (manner of thinking/speaking) is its aud-
ible sign; & Christian integrity is "walking the talk & talking the walk." 

10 	The Christian logos is narrow-minded: monotheistic (only one God), monodomini- 
cal (only one Lord [Jesusl), monofideistic (only one Faith), monobaptismal (only 
one way of entrance into the Christian community, the Church)--all four in one pas-
sage: Eph.4.4-6, supporting [vs.3] "the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace" 
("one Spirit," as also in 1Cor.12.13 bis; Eph.1.18; Phil.1.27), "one hope..., one 
Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is above all and through 
all and in all." Early Christian leaders saw this narrowness as essential for solidarity 
& survival, & cited Jesus as its source (narrow gate, Mt.7.13-14; narrow door, L.13. 
24--from the Gk. wd. in these entry-passages we get "sten-o-graphy," lit. "narrow-
writing"; some Roman imperial documents speak, metaphorically, of "narrow" interpreta-
tion; Cyrus' grave's door, says Arrian, was "narrow). 

History & contemporaneity overflowing with saviors, including messianic claimants, 
it is indeed narrow to preach Jesus-only-Savior, as Christianity requires. Once 
we let that out of our Christian mouth, we have some explaining to do. What becomes 
of those who died/die without ever even hearing the Jesus-story? Their disposition, 
we reply, is not in our hands but in the hands of "the Judge of all the earth," whom 
we count on to "do right [what is just]" (Gn.18.25). The Sermon-on-the-Mount chap. 
in which the Mt. saying appears begins "Do not judge." The saying itself, like so 
much in the Sermon, is shockingly severe: "many" take the easy road & wide gate 
leading to "destruction," & "few" take the hard road through the narrow gate leading 
to "life." Taken literally, this logion cancels Jesus' message of mercy, his wide- 
cast offer of grace. In 1952, with his permission, I tape-recorded the life-story 
of Gerald Heard, for two decades the science reporter for the British Broadcasting 
Corporation, then famed as a student of the mystical experience. He grew up in 
a strict evangelical home with a literal Bible. 	In his teens, & till much later in life, 
he became an atheist: "I could no longer believe in a cruel deity who condemns by 
far the greater portion of humanity to eternal punishment." A generation earlier, 
George Eliot had ADAM BEDE reject, for the same reason, not God but heaven: "Father, 
I choose. I will not have a heaven haunted by far-off cries from hell. My heart 
has grown too big with things that might be." Back to those (Gk.-language) Roman 
imperial documents condemning qi6v... .r:)p.cv... sten. . . herm. . . "narrow interpreta-
tion." The God whom we are to love-live-bespeak is severe because holy, but also 
kind because gracious (Ro.11.22, a chap. in which the "cut off" [vs.31] "may now 
receive mercy"; cp. 2P.3.9: God "does not want any to perish, but all to come to 
repentance"). Jesus-only means we (1) are to seek no other savior & (2) are actively 



to resist salvific claims from/for any rival to Jesus ("false prophets": Mt.7.15, 24.11,24; 
M.13.22; 2P.2.1; Un.4.1). What it does not mean cannot be so crisply expressed, 
but I would include these negatives: (1) In resisting Jesus' rivals, we are not to 
reject the devotees of those rivals but are (as the old KJV put it) to "love all men"; 
(2) In warning of possibly dire this- & other-worldly consequences of rejecting God's 
gracious forgiveness through Jesus, we are not to spell out those consequences as 
though we were divinely authorized to predict the postmortem residence of our hearers; 
(3) In offering evidence that JESUS SAVES, we are not to deny evidence that (as 
an old hymn has it) "God is working his purpose out" transcending our conceptions 
& locutions; (4) In preaching "no other name" (Ac.4.12) & "no one comes to the 
Father except by" Jesus (Jn.14.6), we are not to refuse, for common & particular 
human good, to work with those committed to other names, other ways of worship-- 

• eagerly affirming what of their vision & teaching is not inimical to our Christian vision r■I 

▪ & teaching. 

11 	Who Jesus was/is (as in his titles) & what he did/is doing (as in views of the 
atonement) should be available & taught as needed in varying situations & changing 
times, "now" (as the Colloquy question puts it). That principle is sound, but in 
practice "Jesus" is often reduced to a sectarian savior (personal, political, social, 
economic, cultural) by (1) a particular scholar's "take" on him, (2) a group's tradition-
al bias about him, or (3) a movement's need-use for him as support (just as the actual 
Bible-in-anybody's-use is smaller than the canon, the whole Bible). 

12 	Savior Jesus addresses humanity's three needs: (1) Physical; (2) Ontological 
(what we really need face-to-face with Reality); (3) Cultural (what we're taught to 
need (the particular socially constructed reality in which we severally live). The 
1st is obvious: the Jesus of the Gospels cares about what happens to bodies. The 
2nd is given by nature & revelation. But the 3rd is problematic: most Americans 
now grow up without any biblically recognizable sense of sin & need of salvation. 
In many liberal churches, Jesus as "Savior" is an embarrassment, & (actual) sinners 
join without confessing/repenting. Such a congregation cannot wholeheartedly celebrate 
the Christian lore, or even agree on ways of worship--so teaching is vague & worship 
is vapid. Jesus as Savior is an insult to the autonomous ego; Jesus as only Savior 
seems to insult the intelligence. In the NT, the gospel begins by calling sinners 
to repentance; now it must begin earlier, convincing of sin (as Paul does in Ro.1- 
3). The scandal of accusation + the Jesus-only scandal of particularity! Jesus' burden 
was the Cross: ours is the preaching-living of the double scandal that he carried 
the Cross for us sinners, for us all. If we reduce the burden, as we are strongly 
tempted to, we diminish the Faith & weaken the Church in its life & mission. 

The temptation pulls religion down to ethics, theism down to humanism--as in 
the CAPE COD TIMES editorial to which this 3.20.97 is a rejoinder in the form of an 
utterly simple statement of the gospel: Mother Teresa's work proves much 

In the NT (& now!), every Christian is 
to be an evangelist witnessing to the "good news" 
of the double scandal. We are to be eager to 
use windows of opportunity to do so, as when 
some saint pops up in a conversation or (here) 
editorial. "Grant us courage, grant us wisdom, 
for the living of these days" & this Message in 
this new missionary situation. 

13 	Jesus saves now by opposing & transforming culture (2 of H.Rich.Niebuhr's 
5 possible Christ/culture relationships). With humble audacity we his "witnesses" 
(Ac.1.8) are to question (perceived) wants in light of (revealed) needs. My Buddhist 
students wanted enlightenment & so, coming upon Gn.3, preferred the snake & applaud-
ed the apple-eaters (the Western parallel being the 18th-c.-on Enlightenment): the 
text (here & throughout the canon) teaches dependence on, communion with, & grati-
tude to God for life & salvation. Aiming at self-control, yoga is good but egocentric: 
aiming at service, Jesus' yog-a ("yok-e," Mt.11.29-30) is theocentric. We are to 
"understand Jesus as Savior now" quite concretely, in relation to specific challenges, 
evils, opportunities. Our answer to "Who do you say that I am?" must derive from 
(J.B.Metz) "salvific remembrance" & present prayerful-thoughtful engagement: the 
evangelist (the witnessing Christian) as theologian. 

Thank you for you March 11 work proves" something else. 
editorial tribute to Mother Tere- 
sa, hut she would be deeply dis- 	What does It prove? That God 
appointed in your last sentence: lives, loYeS, cares for the suffer-
"Her work proves, more than ing, forgives the penitent and 
anything else, the enormous saves the world through the sac-
compassion, strength and dedi- rificial suffering and death of Je-
cation of the human spirit." sus Christ. 
Why? Because consistently and 	 WILLIS ELLIOTF 
joyfully she teaches that "her 	 Craigville 
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